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Chapter 4

Connectionist approaches to language
processing

In this chapter I will discuss connectionist models of
language processing in the context of the systematic-
ity debate. This debate is so called because opponents
of connectionism argue that one of the most essential
features characterizing natural languages is its sys-
tematicity, and that connectionist models of language
processing cannot explain this. I will argue that the
systematicity debate suffers from the lack of a clear
operational definition of systematicity, and I will pro-
pose a set of criteria for the systematicity of language
that is stricter than what is usually accepted [Hadley,
1994]. I will show that despite the fact that it has been
discounted by connectionists, the Chomsky hierarchy
is still relevant for the systematicity debate; specif-
ically, it gives minimum requirements for the struc-
ture bias that a systematic model of language must
possess. I will argue that the Simple Recurrent Net-
work does not satisfy the proposed set of criteria for
systematicity, and I will critically review the claims
of proponents of distributed connectionism that the
SRN does implicitly encode knowledge about word
categories and constituency. Finally, I will sketch an
alternative, localist approach to connectionism, using
dynamic binding and complex units, that does meet
the systematicity requirements.
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64 Chapter 4. Connectionist approaches to language processing

4.1 Introduction

According to a definition by one of its founding fathers,

connectionism is an approach to modeling cognition based on the idea
that the knowledge underlying cognitive activity is stored in the con-
nections among neurons. In connectionist models, knowledge is ac-
quired by using an experience-driven connection adjustment rule to
alter the strengths of connections among neuron-like processing units.

[McClelland et al., 2010]
The best way to understand the connectionist paradigm is to place it in op-

position to the symbolic paradigm, according to which cognition involves the
manipulation of symbols according to rules, like the rules of arithmetic. The
connectionist view of computation is inspired by our knowledge of the nervous
system, and focuses on the role of activation spreading among local processing
units, or neurons. I will assume the reader has some background in connectionism,
but to refresh I will recapitulate some basic terminology, without any pretense of
completeness.

Figure 4.1: The McCulloch & Pitts neuron (image design: Stefan Frank).

The simplest model of a neuron is the McCulloch-Pitts neuron [McCulloch and
Pitts, 1943] (see Figure 4.1). Neuron i receives input from n other neurons with
activations x1, . . . , xn, to which it is connected in a network. Each connection has
a weight wi,j. The total input si to neuron i is the weighted sum of the inputs
plus a bias term θi

si =
∑
j

wi,jxj + θi (4.1)

The neuron’s output activation yi is a function F (the activation function) of
its total input: yi = F(si). This activation function is usually chosen to be
either the step function, a linear function, or a sigmoid (S-shaped) function, i.e.
F(si) = 1

1+e−si
.

An artificial neural network consists of multiple artificial neurons that are
connected in a certain network architecture, or topology. Usually one designates
special input neurons and output neurons; the other neurons are called hidden
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neurons. In a multi-layer perceptron, also known as a feedforward network , neu-
rons are organized in layers, with full connectivity only between neurons in adja-
cent layers (see Figure 4.2). It has been shown [e.g., Hornik et al., 1989] that a
multi-layer perceptron with only one layer consisting of an unrestricted number
of hidden units suffices to approximate any function to arbitrary precision, pro-
vided the activation functions of the hidden units are non-linear (the universal
approximation theorem).

Figure 4.2: A two-layer feedforward network (image design: Stefan Frank).

Neural networks learn by adjusting their weights after processing an example.
In supervised learning a target tj is provided to which the network’s output is
compared, allowing to calculate an error E. An example of a supervised learning
rule is the Delta-rule

∆wi,j = ∂E/∂wi,j = γ · (tj − yj) xi (4.2)

where γ is the learning rate. There exists a wide variety of connectionist models,
which are applied to various cognitive tasks, including language, semantics, visual
processing, cognitive development, and more. Implementation details depend on
the designer’s assumptions about functional connectivity in the brain, and the
designer’s wishes and goals regarding the function of the model. Due to space
limitations I cannot provide a survey of the field, but see [e.g., Bishop, 1996,
Kröse and van der Smagt, 1996].

4.2 The systematicity debate — critique of con-

nectionism

A computational model of human cognition, including language and reasoning,
must explain the fact that people’s knowledge seems to be organized around
systematic facts. This is evidenced by our productive use of language : our
ability to produce and understand innumerably many sentences that we have
never heard before, on the basis of only a finite number of words, suggests that
there is some combinatorial system in place that allows us to construct a novel
sentence using some kind of linguistic rules. For instance, it has been argued that
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the formation of the regular past tense in English by adding ‘-ed’ to the stem
of the verb is governed by some kind of productive rule, otherwise people would
have to store every past form besides the present form in a memory for lexical
forms, and would not be able to generalize to novel verbs.

The observed systematicity of language has been capitalized upon in a famous
argument by Fodor and Pylyshyn [1988], which says that a minimum requirement
for a device (such as the brain) to deal with language processing is an ability for
symbol manipulation. They claim that the brain must be able to represent uni-
versal rules and variables, as in mathematical equations. They further argue
that since connectionist models cannot represent variables they are unsuited for
symbol manipulation, which they see as a requirement for dealing with the sys-
tematic relations in language. Rather, for language processing one needs symbolic
devices (of which a computer is a typical example), that can perform operations
over symbols, or variables.

The standard connectionist response to the critique of [Fodor and Pylyshyn,
1988] is that even though the emergent linguistic behavior appears on the surface
to be combinatorial and rule-like, from this it cannot be inferred that the under-
lying neural representations are combinatorially structured [e.g., Rumelhart and
McClelland, 1986]. Rather than internalizing explicit representations of linguis-
tic categories and rules, it is sufficient for the cognitive system to have implicit
knowledge of how to interact with the external symbol system that characterizes
the superficial form of language. The battle over the status of explicit mental
rules has been waged for a large part around the English past tense, starting
with the proposal of Rumelhart and McClelland [1986] for a distributed neural
network of past tense acquisition (and subsequent proposals by among others
Plunkett and Marchman [1996]), whose model in turn was criticized by Pinker
and Prince [1988] and Marcus [1995] for its lack of systematicity.

Another area that has taken a prominent place in the systematicity debate is
syntax. Sentences in a natural language like English display an organization into
word groups, so-called constituents or phrases, which behave as functional units
that can engage in structure dependent relationships. To process such syntactic
phenomena it seems that our cognitive system must have at least an ability to
utilize structural representations, if not build explicit internal representations of
compositional structure.

There exists a long list of phenomena in language that seem to rely on hierar-
chical constituent structure. For instance, number agreement between a subject
noun and a verb must be maintained even if they are separated by one or more
intermediate clauses (so-called long distance dependencies). Other examples are
auxiliary fronting and wh-inversion [e.g., Chomsky, 1972, Crain, 1991]. While
few cognitive scientists dispute that constituent structure plays an important
role in language, there is disagreement among researchers of competing schools
about how a model of the cognitive system can account for apparent structural
dependencies. The claim of Fodor and Pylyshyn is that connectionist models
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cannot produce constituent related phenomena in language because they lack a
mechanism for combining simple representations into more complex, structured
representations.

Following Bechtel and Abrahamsen [2002] one may distinguish two major
connectionist responses to the structure encoding challenge. One connectionist
strategy has been to design connectionist networks that are specially designed
to deal with the explicit representation of compositional structure. Examples
of this approach are RAAM [Pollack, 1988] and Smolensky’s Integrated Connec-
tionist/Symbolic Cognitive Architecture (ICS) [Smolensky and Legendre, 2006],
which will be discussed in the next section.

Another connectionist response has been to deny the need for explicit mental
representations of compositional structure. This is the leading view among pro-
ponents of distributed connectionism, advocating the use of recurrent networks
like the SRN ([Elman, 1991]; see section 4.4.1). They believe that the apparent
superficial constituent structure observed in language can be dealt with with-
out relying on internal representations of combinatorial structure, assuming that
recurrent networks somehow implicitly encode the knowledge for working with
external structural representations. I will come back to this response in section
4.4.2.

Although I will not support the claim of Fodor and Pylyshyn [1988] that only
symbolic devices can exhibit the systematicity needed for modeling language, I
will argue in the upcoming sections that both connectionist replies, representing
two extreme positions, are untenable. I will then develop an alternative explana-
tion for connectionist systematicity, which shows how certain notions of ‘graded
categories’ and flexible, learnable ‘rules’ can be assimilated within a connectionist
architecture.

4.2.1 Why connectionism?

Fodor and Pylyshyn’s critique raises the question: what is gained by a connec-
tionist approach to cognition and language? Although connectionist models are
obviously designed to mimic properties of the brain, there exists a fair amount
of skepticism, especially among computational linguists, about whether connec-
tionist models give a better insight than symbolic or statistical models into how
the brain deals with cognitive tasks, such as language processing. Neural net-
works are often described as ‘black boxes’, whose mathematical properties are not
well-understood. In order to motivate the connectionist approach it is necessary
to pursue a more concise characterization of the objectives of the connectionist
agenda than is usually provided in the textbooks.

In text books connectionist systems are typically characterized based on their
possession of certain architectural features, such as spreading activation, locality
of processing, and so on, while in my view the crucial difference between the
connectionist and symbolic approach to cognition concerns the issue of learning
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extensional meaning: Whereas in symbolic systems the meanings of the opera-
tional units, the variables, are fixed and pregiven, and therefore their extension
is global , or system-wide, the extensional meaning of the primitive units in a
connectionist system is locally constructed, and must be learned. A variable
in a symbolic system is a symbol in the sense of Peirce [1903]: a token with
an arbitrary relation between form and meaning. Assuming the brain encodes
meaning in connections between the units of a neural network, then it is hard to
see how it can be assigned globally or innately, because meaning does not come
out of nowhere: what a neuron represents has to be constructed from experience,
through interaction with other neurons and the environment; hence, in the brain
there are no ‘global variables’ or symbols. At the heart of the debate between
connectionism and symbolism thus lies a conflict about the origin of meaning:
whereas symbolism takes globally prespecified meanings of variables for granted,
the objective of connectionism is (or should be) to explain the meanings of the
primitive processing units from direct physical causes.

Accordingly, the term connectionism will be taken here to imply a functional
constraint imposed on cognitive models, restricting what interpretations are per-
mitted of the primitive units of the system. This constraint, which I will refer to
as the connectionist constraint , can be stated as a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for designing connectionist systems. It entails that the interpretation
of any of the system’s primitive units (as far as it is invoked in explaining exper-
imental results) must depend exclusively on processes that are handled internally
and autonomously by the system, and must not appeal to any externally or globally
imposed interpretation of the network units. Hence, interpretations of the prim-
itive units can be defined exclusively with respect to their topological position in
the network (i.e., through inputs of efferent nodes), and eventually derived from
(and grounded in) the external input. In section 4.3.1 I will argue that certain
popular models, that are apparently able to deal with the problem of encoding
the constituent structure of language, and that are presented as connectionist
models, violate this constraint.

4.3 Neural networks with explicit representa-

tion of compositional structure

The ability to ‘parse’ the structure of a sentence in order to discern its phrasal
composition, disambiguate the sentence and afford a semantic interpretation is
an integral part of language processing, and it requires a processing model that is
capable of compositional structure representation. The first connectionist reply
to Fodor and Pylyshyn is to build compositional structure explicitly into the net-
work. Representing compositional (or hierarchical) structure has however proven
to be a hard, if not impossible task for connectionist networks. Often the task is
phrased as a variable binding problem: how does the network solve the task of
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binding fillers to roles, or tokens to types? For instance, one can represent a tree
structure by assigning variables to each of the ‘roles’ in a tree, for example the
root node, the left and right daughter of the root, the left daughter of the right
daughter, etc. The tree is then represented by binding a symbol to each of the
roles. Two variations of this approach to representing compositional structure
are RAAM [Pollack, 1990] and Harmony Theory (HT) [Prince and Smolensky,
1997].

4.3.1 Recursive Auto-Associative Memory

The Recursive Auto-Associative Memory network (RAAM) was proposed by Pol-
lack [1988] as a response to the critique of Fodor and Pylyshyn [1988] that con-
nectionist models cannot operate with and represent compositional, recursive
structures. The RAAM network is able to encode a tree structure of a sentence
in compressed form in a single hidden layer, and later decode it to its original
form, while recovering the constituents.

Figure 4.3: Recursive auto-associative network consisting of a compressor and a
reconstructor component. Reproduced from [Pollack, 1988].

In the encoding phase, a binary tree is fed to the input nodes, level after level
and from inside out, whereby at each step the trained hidden unit representation
of one level of the tree is recursively fed back to the correct input (either the left or
the right child). Training is done by teaching the auto-associator to reproduce the
input activation on its output units, using error back-propagation. For example,
suppose RAAM learns to encode the tree (X John (Y likes Mary)), then first likes
and Mary are fed to the left (L) and right (R) input units respectively. Then,
John is fed to L, while simultaneously the activation of the hidden layer from the
previous step is copied to R.

As the network learns to reproduce the identical constituents on its output
units (through auto-association and error back propagation), it forms a com-
pressed internal representation of the combined left and right child in its k hidden
units. During decoding the reverse process is followed: RAAM reconstructs the
original tree step by step, starting with the complete compressed tree, and feeding
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the output of the network back to its input, until the leaves of the tree have been
reconstructed.

RAAM is not connectionist

Although RAAM is often cited as the textbook example of how connectionist
models can solve the problem of encoding constituent structure, a critical analysis
of the solution offered by RAAM reveals that it in fact violates the connectionist
constraint, as formulated in section 4.2.1. The reason is that RAAM does not
assign tree structure to sentences autonomously, but requires an external control
structure, that maps the output of the compressor module to the left or the
right input node during the encoding phase. The controller appeals to external
knowledge of the syntactic structure in order to interpret the output as either the
‘left child’ or the ‘right child’ in the tree. In parsing terms this means that the
‘stack’, or memory of the system is taken care of externally. Since the system
has no local access to the information needed to decompress the compressed tree,
RAAM does not conform to the constraint of locality of interpretation, implying
that the proposed solution could never be realized by an autonomous neural
system.

4.3.2 Filler-role binding using the tensor product

Smolensky [1990] proposes an alternative solution for bridging the gap between
representations of hierarchical tree structures at the symbolic level and at the
connectionist level, within the Integrated Connectionist/Symbolic Cognitive Ar-
chitecture (ICS) [e.g., Prince and Smolensky, 1997, Smolensky and Legendre,
2006]. He proposes to represent variable bindings between roles and fillers as ten-
sor products, whose numeric entries can be mapped to units in a connectionist
network. A node in a parse tree is encoded as the tensor product of a role vec-
tor, which represents the node’s position in the hierarchy of the tree, and a filler
vector, representing the node label. Let r0 and r1 denote the left child and the
right child role in the tree respectively, then any tree position can be construed
by recursive application of the tensor product. For instance, r0 ⊗ r1 represents
the right daughter of the left daughter of the root. An arbitrary syntactic tree
can thus be encoded using vector addition of the tree nodes. For instance the tree
(X A (Y B C)) would be represented as X +A⊗ r0 + [Y +B ⊗ r0 +C ⊗ r1]⊗ r1.
The tensor product representation of a tree is subsequently mapped to a neural
network by dedicating a unique network unit to every possible conjunction of a
role and a filler (fewer nodes are needed if the role-filler encoding is distributed).
Crucially, the mapping between syntactic trees and network units must be done
manually.

The problem with this approach is of the same order as with RAAM: assigning
network units to the tensor product representation of a tree appeals to knowledge
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about the interpretation of network units, which is only available externally to the
system. The ICS system cannot autonomously, or locally determine the correct
mapping between tree nodes and network units; in practice, the interpretation of
a network unit as a particular position in a parse tree (whether it is distributed or
localist) is pre-given for any given network design. Since the extensional meaning
of a unit is not arbitrary, the units function as symbols. Obviously, this violates
the connectionist constraint , which basically expresses that connectionist systems
should not make use of symbols.

A problem of a different kind for tensor product representations of bindings
is that the number of bindings (hence, network units) that are required to repre-
sent an arbitrary tree node grows exponentially with the depth of the tree [e.g.,
Hummel and Biederman, 1992, Stewart and Eliasmith, 2009]. Moreover, the con-
junctive bindings encoded in the tensor products cannot deal with novel sentences
(with arbitrarily deep levels of recursive embedding) in a productive way, because
every conjunction encodes a specific relation between roles and fillers in a single
undivisable entity. As Hummel et al. [2004] point out, this makes conjunctive
coding in general, and the tensor product in particular, unsuited for relational
inference or generalization to similar events. As a consequence all bindings have
to be specified in advance.

This problem relates back to the ‘massiveness of the binding problem’, men-
tioned in section 1.2: since language is productive, and given that the number
of sentences that can be productively combined from an average person’s vocab-
ulary of several thousands of words is innumerable, there cannot exist enough
specialized neurons in the brain to bind every sentence from its constituents.

In order to deal with novel sentences it is necessary that the language system
can combine words or phrases in flexible ways. To achieve this, it has been
proposed that the brain uses a mechanism for dynamic binding, rather than static,
or conjunctive binding [Hummel and Holyoak, 1997, Hummel and Biederman,
1992, van der Velde and de Kamps, 2006] (see also sections 2.3 – 2.5). A dynamic
binding solution is implemented by [van der Velde and de Kamps, 2006], whose
work I will discuss next.

4.3.3 The neural blackboard architecture

In the neural blackboard architecture (NBB) van der Velde and de Kamps [2006]
try to address Jackendoff’s 4 challenges (see section 1.2), in particular the ‘mas-
siveness of the binding problem’, and the ‘problem of two’. In the NBB words
are represented by word assemblies [Pulvermüller, 1999], which are grounded and
never duplicated. Phrasal categories, such as NP and VP are represented by an
unlimited reservoir of (syntactic) structure assemblies. Word assemblies can be
bound to structure assemblies (through sub-assemblies such as agent and theme)
to form sentences. A sophisticated electronic circuit involving memory gates and
association gates regulates the direction of flow through the assemblies, such that
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for example cat chases mouse can be distinguished from mouse chases cat. The
massiveness of the binding problem is solved by using temporal (or dynamic)
binding, as was also argued in section 2.5. The problem of two is circumvented
because, if a word occurs more than once, it can be temporarily bound to multi-
ple structure assemblies (NPs) from the reservoir, each of which tags the word a
unique label.

The problem with the NBB is that only the word assemblies are grounded; the
syntactic structure assemblies are not. Structure assemblies for NP’s and VP’s
are simply assumed to be innately given together with a label, and the fact that
they can bind with word assemblies of the same label is a direct consequence of
the arbitrary external assignment of a label to the syntactic units. This violates
the connectionist constraint, hence the NBB is not a viable connectionist solution.
Further, although van der Velde and de Kamps [2006] rightly argue that grounded
units cannot be duplicated, the NBB allows structure assemblies to be freely
duplicated. This means that the problem of two is merely shifted to the phrasal
level rather than being solved.

4.4 Recurrent, distributed networks

One class of connectionist models, the Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN, for
short) is particularly suited for language processing because, unlike standard feed
forward networks, these networks can compute functions for inputs of varying
length, such as sentences, when they are presented word by word. As the name
implies, recurrent neural networks have recurrent connections that copy activation
among units from an earlier point in time to the current input. They therefore
satisfy

xj(t+ 1) = F(netj(xi(t), wji)) (4.3)

where xi(t) is the current state and input at time t, F is an activation function,
for instance the logistic function, and netj the excitation function that integrates
the input to xj, for instance netj = sj, the weighted input given in Equation 4.1.

Several theoretical results about the representational power of recurrent net-
works demonstrate that they can in principle exceed the representational limita-
tions of finite state automata, given unbounded precision of their weights and/or
activation. Pollack [1987] showed that heterogeneous, second order RNN’s with
unbounded precision of the weights are Turing equivalent, which entails that
they can represent any arbitrary function;1 Siegelmann and Sontag [1991] showed
that even finite, homogeneous first order RNN’s with rational weights are Turing
equivalent. This implies of course that a natural language such as English, if
viewed as a characteristic function, can in theory be recognized by an RNN.

1An RNN is heterogeneous if not every unit has the same activation function; An RNN is of
second order if the excitation function depends on products of inputs
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In general, the strong representational power of recurrent networks with con-
tinuous activation values, which is a result of their ability to represent an unlim-
ited number of states, does not guarantee that they are capable of generalization
to novel sentences. There exists a risk of overfitting the model to the training
data, leading to bad generalizations on test data. Yet, precisely the question
about a model’s capacity for generalization will ultimately be of interest to us
when we discuss whether the family of recurrent networks is able to model the
systematicity and productivity of human language (section 4.7.1).

4.4.1 The Simple Recurrent Network (SRN)

The most widely used recurrent network is Jeffrey Elman’s simple recurrent net-
work (SRN, for short) [Elman, 1989]. The SRN consists of a multi-layer feed

Figure 4.4: Elman’s simple recurrent network (image design: Stefan Frank).

forward network with an extra so-called context layer (see Figure 4.4). In the
standard setup, when doing a sentence processing task, every word from the
training vocabulary has a dedicated input and output node, and sentences are
presented to the input units word after word, separated by end of sentence sym-
bols. The hidden layer units are connected through recurrent connections to the
context layer units, and after every time step the activation of the hidden layer is
copied back to the context layer. At the next time step the new input is combined
with the activation of the context layer and both are forwarded simultaneously
to the hidden layer. Through this feedback, the hidden layer learns about its
previous internal representations, and can form a representation of the history of
the sequence.

Apart from the weights between the hidden and the context layer, which are
fixed at a value of 1, all other network weights are learned in a semi-supervised
way, by presenting the input of time t + 1 as target to the output layer of the
network at time t, and using error back-propagation (gradient descent learning).
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4.4.2 Second connectionist reply to Fodor and Pylyshyn:
distributed connectionism

As mentioned before, the second connectionist response to the structure encoding
problem is that syntactic knowledge can be encoded ‘implicitly’ in the hidden unit
representations of distributed recurrent networks. Note that thereby proponents
of the distributed network approach dismiss the importance of what according to
many linguists is one of the main functions of grammar: the structural analysis
(‘parse’) of the sentence, and its disambiguation, facilitate a semantic interpre-
tation. Parsing is considered a first step in the process of understanding the
meaning of a sentence.

By their nature distributed networks are not well suited for explicit structure
representation, because it is hard to represent structural relations between prim-
itive categories if the latter are encoded in a fully distributed fashion. Yet, many
experiments seem to show that the Simple Recurrent Network performs well on
tasks for which knowledge of constituent structure is required, such as next word
prediction across constituent boundaries, without taking recourse to explicit rep-
resentations of syntactic categories, or constituents [e.g., Elman, 1990, 1991].
A concern is however that in this literature it is never formulated exactly and
clearly what criteria a systematic model of language processing must satisfy. In
the following sections I will make an attempt to formulate precise criteria against
which the performance of connectionist models of language can be evaluated.

4.5 Defining criteria for the systematicity of lan-

guage

4.5.1 Weak and strong systematicity according to Hadley
[1994]

Recall Fodor and Pylyshyn’s [1988] critique of connectionist networks, namely
that they fail to account for the combinatorial productivity and systematicity of
natural language. Systematicity and productivity entail an ability to comprehend
or produce an unbounded number of novel sentences based on a limited number
of observed sentences. For instance, if a speaker of English is able to comprehend
one sentence (e.g., John loves Mary) then she is able to comprehend all other
sentences which are structurally related (e.g., Mary loves John)

However, what exactly is meant by systematicity is never formalized by Fodor
and Pylyshyn [1988] in a sufficiently precise way, such that it can be invoked as an
operational definition to evaluate candidate connectionist models. It has proven
difficult to give an operational definition of human linguistic systematicity that
avoids any reference to global variables and formal operations, and that is devoid
of any theory driven assumptions about the underlying representations.
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To date, the most widely accepted operational definitions for evaluating the
systematicity of connectionist models of language are those proposed by Hadley
[1994]. His systematicity tests focus on the degree of generalization of various
systems under learning conditions, in which the novelty of test sentences is var-
ied relative to a training corpus. This captures the insight that the ability for
generalization, rather than representation, is a key aspect of systematic behavior.
Hadley [1994] distinguishes between the notions of weak systematicity and strong
systematicity:

• A system is weakly systematic “if it can process sentences that have novel
combinations of words, but these words are in the syntactic positions they
also occurred in during training” [Hadley, 1994, p.7].

• A system is strongly systematic if, besides weak systematicity, it also “can
correctly process a variety of novel simple and embedded sentences contain-
ing previously learned words in positions where they do not appear in the
training corpus.” [Hadley, 1994, p.7].

Weak systematicity does not account for the empirical fact that people are
apparently able to process words in novel syntactic positions, as in John loves
Mary versus Mary loves John. This means that knowledge of language must
include some notion of sentence structure that is context independent. The latter
aspect of systematicity is accounted for in strong systematicity.

Hadley reviewed the literature on several connectionist models, among which
the SRN, RAAM [Pollack, 1988], and Smolensky’s tensor products [Smolensky,
1990], and concluded that strong systematicity has never been tested on these
models. Much ensuing research has focused on establishing whether SRNs are
weakly or strongly systematic in the sense of Hadley [1994], with some authors
claiming SRNs display strong systematicity [e.g., Christiansen and Chater, 1994,
Brakel and Frank, 2009], and others disputing even weak combinatorial system-
aticity of the SRN [e.g., van der Velde et al., 2004].

Weaknesses of Hadley’s definitions of systematicity

Unfortunately, there are several problems with Hadley’s systematicity tests.

• First, underlying any practical definition of systematicity is a presupposi-
tion about the existence of substitution classes of linguistic expressions over
which the systematicity is observed. Without the notion of a class of ex-
pressions that can be substituted for each other there can trivially not be
generalization, hence no systematicity either.

If strong systematicity evaluates whether a system generalizes across partic-
ular substitution classes (of words or other expressions), then its definition
must explicitly acknowledge the a priori assumption of such substitution
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classes and how they are used in the evaluation, otherwise systematic be-
havior is plainly unobservable. This may be trivial if systematicity is eval-
uated on an artificial language such as used in Hadley’s definition, but if
strong systematicity purports to have anything to do with the systematicity
of natural languages, then explicit reference to substitution classes cannot
be omitted from the definition.

• The second problem is that Hadley’s strong systematicity applies exclu-
sively to lexical categories, and ignores relationships between larger chunks
of words. This is a too restricted interpretation of the human ability for
systematicity, because it does not incorporate the fact that for instance
anyone who understands the brother of John loves Mary also understands
Mary loves the brother of John. A correct interpretation of the claims of
Fodor and Pylyshyn [1988] concerning systematicity would have to focus on
constituents rather than on words, since the empirical facts reflect an ability
to substitute constituents of the same class in different sentence positions.

4.5.2 A proposal for a concise definition of the system-
aticity of language

To accommodate for the weaknesses of Hadley’s systematicity criteria identified
above, I propose a novel, and more concise set of criteria for evaluating the
systematicity of connectionist models

1. For evaluating systematicity one must assume that

(a) the participating units in a systematic relation are constituents2 that
can be larger than single words, and

(b) there exist substitution classes of constituents over which the system-
aticity is observed, otherwise it cannot be evaluated (i.e., it is unfalsi-
fiable).

2. Systematicity is defined as the property that given the constituents of (part
of) a sentence their substitution class membership alone predicts the class
membership of possible subsequent constituents. To the degree that natural
language is systematic, it possesses sets of constituents (words or phrases)
that behave as clean substitution classes.3 I will refer to this as the context
invariance criterion.

2The term constituent is intended here in the naive sense, and refers to any contiguous
sequence of words (‘chunk’) in a sentence

3The extent to which a particular language possesses clean substitution classes is an open
research question. In practice, of course, word categories and constituent classes are never
perfectly ‘clean’, but class membership is graded, and so is substitutability (see section 3.3.1
for a discussion of the gradedness of syntactic categories).
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3. Systematicity in natural language also entails that single words can be sub-
stituted for multi-word constituents of the same class. As a consequence
constituents can be ‘pumped up’ (for instance, by recursively nesting rela-
tive clauses), while their class membership is preserved. I will refer to this
as the recursive systematicity criterion.

4.5.3 The importance of inductive bias for generalization

The above analysis brings to the surface an even deeper problem with testing
the ability of a system to generalize: before concluding that an unseen instance
generalizes to a class of sample instances, one needs to have a notion of similarity.
Yet, it is not possible to define similarity in absolute terms, since it depends on an
underlying representation of structure that is inherent in the system. Similarity
is by definition a relative notion.

To make this point more precise it is useful to reiterate an important observa-
tion about generalization from Mitchell [1980]. Consider a learning algorithm L
that is trained on a finite number of training instances. It is a known fact that in
order to be able to classify an unseen instance xi it is necessary that the learning
algorithm has a built-in bias that imposes structure upon the hypothesis space.
There are infinitely many hypotheses that are consistent with a finite sample.
For instance, the series x1 = 1, x2 = 3, x3 = 5 is not only consistent with the
hypothesis xn+1 = xn + 2, but also with the hypothesis that xn+1 = 7 · xn − 4n,
which ‘generalizes’ to x4 = −29.

This means that the kinds of generalizations that are permitted are underde-
termined by the data alone, and are restricted only by the bias of the learning
device. Without such a bias every hypothesis is equally likely. Quoting Mitchell
[1980]: “Only if a system has ... biases for choosing one generalization over the
other, can it non-arbitrarily [read: systematically ] classify instances beyond those
in the training set.”

This applies to generalization in language as well. Suppose one has seen John
loves Mary and Mary loves Sue, and identified these as sequences of the form
Noun Verb Noun. Then, without any assumption about structure, there are
many generalizations that are consistent with this example. For instance John
loves Mary loves Sue, assuming that the rule is that nouns and verbs alternate.
This means that there is no way to know from training data alone what is the
‘correct’ generalization. Rather, any judgment of generalization appeals to some
intuition or assumption about how sentence structure is represented internally in
the human language system.

Mitchell [1997] defines the inductive bias of a learning algorithm L as any
minimal set of assertions B such that for any target concept c and corresponding
training examples
Dc = {< x, c(x) >} the classification of an unseen instance xi follows by deductive
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inference
∀xi ∈ X : B ∧Dc ∧ xi ⇒ L(xi, Dc)

where X is the domain of L, and L(xi, Dc) is a classification of xi after seeing the
training data D. This means that knowledge of the inductive bias of a learning
algorithm turns generalization into deductive (rather than inductive) inference
from the training data.

The inductive bias of a system consists of a structure bias , which characterizes
how the hypothesis space is structured. On top of the structure bias one can define
additional background assumptions, for instance a simplicity bias that expresses
a preference for simple models, using fewer rules. In algorithms for grammar
induction often the principle of Minimum Description Length (MDL) is used as
a simplicity bias (see sections 2.2.1 and 3.2.2).

There are two sides to a learning algorithm. The first is finding generaliza-
tions, based on similarity of training instances with respect to the structure bias
of a system. The second is to consolidate the found generalizations in the model
by merging, or clustering the training data into a more compact representation,
driven by the simplicity bias. After a merge the internal representations of similar
train instances become identical, resulting in an increased capacity for general-
ization of the system.

While the above discussion focused on discovering similarities between train-
ing instances, it seems that language (syntax) learning exploits the human ca-
pacity for discovering analogies. Analogy measures the similarity of relations
between pairs (consisting for instance of two sentence analyses), and is therefore
of a higher order than similarity between objects. A pair of relations is analogi-
cal, A:B::C:D, if the same or a similar transformation can be identified between
A to B and between C to D, with respect to the structure bias of the system. By
looking for analogical pairs in the training set a learner can discover an induction
step (corresponding, for instance, to a rewrite rule), that is used more than once
in the training set. In Chapter 8, particularly section 8.2.2, I will have much more
to say about learning from analogy, in the context of episodic memory.

4.6 Systematicity and the Chomsky hierarchy

Mitchell’s work on the relation between inductive bias and generalization is im-
portant for the systematicity debate, because it implies that by understanding
the inductive bias of a language learning system, e.g., an automaton or neural
network, one can infer what kind of generalizations one should expect. Specifi-
cally, applied to the Chomsky hierarchy, each family of grammars in the hierarchy
predicts different generalizations.

A famous result in formal linguistics is that the grammar of a natural language
such as English is richer than a finite state grammar, and within the Chomsky
hierarchy occupies at least the place of context free grammars (see section 3.1.2).
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Yet, many connectionists do not accept the presuppositions of Chomsky’s proof
about the unsuitability of the FSA as a model of English, because it is based
on reasoning about unbounded recursion. Christiansen and Chater [1999] argue
that the standard view of unbounded recursion is motivated by the assumption
of a competence (phrase structure) grammar, rather than based on empirical
observations of human performance. Models of language, rather than account for
hypothetical behavior at infinity, need only explain finite, observable behavior.
In their opinion the explanandum for a model of human-like recursion is people’s
limited recursive performance (so-called ‘leaky recursion’), and their differential
performance on different types of recursion.

The disagreement on the issue of unbounded recursion has resulted in the
unfortunate circumstance that the Chomsky hierarchy has been largely ignored
by connectionist researchers in the systematicity debate. In the next sections I
will however make the case that, contrary to received wisdom among connection-
ists, the Chomsky hierarchy is still a very relevant reference point in the debate
about the systematicity of language. I show that the objections of Christiansen
and Chater [1999] can be circumvented by changing the point of view from the
generative power of a family of grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy to the kinds
of generalizations that it permits. If one considers the Chomsky hierarchy from
the perspective of language learning and generalization there is no need to take
recourse to assumptions about unbounded recursion. Mitchell’s [1980] observa-
tion about the central role of the structure bias for systematic generalization links
the systematicity debate to the well-understood field of formal grammars.

The structure bias of formal grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy is character-
ized by the variables and rewrite rules they permit (or equivalently, the inductive
bias of an automaton by its possible states and state transitions). While the
structure bias describes the generative power of the grammar, it also constrains
what generalizations can be deductively inferred from a given training set. I
will show in the next section that, for the same training set, as a result of their
different structure biases, regular grammars and context free grammars capture
different similarities between the train sentences, and therefore they make dif-
ferent generalizations. This justifies an approach which considers the observed
systematicity of language as a means to find out something about the inductive
bias of the human language system.

4.6.1 Evaluating the systematicity of formal grammars

Context free grammars are strongly systematic, but regular grammars
are not

To illustrate the point of the previous section let us see what the effect of the
structure bias of regular grammars and context free grammars is on their system-
aticity. Consider the following examples:
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Figure 4.5: CFG grammar after learning from the first three examples.

(4.4) John walks.

(4.5) Mary walks.

(4.6) Sue likes John.

Our intuitions about strong systematicity [Hadley, 1994] tell us that these exam-
ples can be generalized to

(4.7) Sue likes Mary.

In a context free grammar (CFG) the analogy between the examples can be
expressed by merging John and Mary into a single category X. This leads to
the grammar of Figure 4.6.1, which produces the desired generalization (‘Sue likes
Mary’).4 Thus, the structure bias of a CFG conforms to the strong systematicity
criterion.

Figure 4.6: (a) Initial FSA after hearing three sentences. (b) FSA after merging
X1, X2 and X6 into X.

On the other hand, suppose the first three sentences from the example are
represented using an FSA as the underlying automaton, as illustrated in Figure
4.6 (a), then merging the non-terminals that accept John and Mary will not only
produce the desired generalization, but also a sentence as ‘Sue likes John walks’

4Moreover, it can be shown that a learning algorithm such as BMM [Stolcke, 1994] (section
3.2.2), which has a CFG bias, will under reasonable initial conditions converge to the correct
grammar, provided it is supplied with a simplicity bias.
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Figure 4.7: Recursive CFG generating John who Mary who Sue hates likes walks.

(see Figure 4.6 (b)). In fact there is no way for an FSA to produce exclusively the
desired generalizations (as the FSA cannot distinguish between the John/Mary
category in subject or object position), except for the trivial case where nodes
are duplicated for every sentence. Yet, the latter grammar cannot be inferred
deductively from the training data (i.e., given the structure bias). Hence, the
FSA does not satisfy strong systematicity.

Context free grammars exhibit recursive systematicity, but regular
grammars do not

The second case of interest concerns generalizations that are produced by nesting
clauses:

(4.8) John lies.

(4.9) John who Mary believes lies.

(4.10) Mary lies.

(4.11) Mary who Sue suspects lies.

As was argued in section 4.5.1, a reasonable criterion for the systematicity
of language is recursive systematicity, which predicts that English speakers can
generalize the examples to

(4.12) John who Mary who Sue suspects believes lies.

Assuming the underlying representation is a CFG, then from analogy between
the first and second pair of examples a similar transformation can be discovered
that applies to both pairs, and expressed as a rewrite rule of the form NP →
PR who NP VT . This leads to the grammar of Figure 4.7, which indeed produces
the correct generalizations.
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Figure 4.8: Trivial FSA that generates John who Mary who Sue hates likes walks.

An FSA could ‘generalize’ to the final example by copying nodes, as il-
lustrated in Figure 4.8, repeating non-terminals for who, John|Mary|Sue and
believes|suspects at every recursive level. However, this trivial solution does not
follow deductively from considerations of analogy, and therefore it is not a true,
non-arbitrary generalization in the sense of Mitchell [1980]. Hence, the trivial
solution can only be found by coincidence.

Since duplicating nodes is not a fair strategy, the only alternative solution that
generates all 5 sentences is the FSA given in Figure 4.9, but this FSA obviously
overgeneralizes. In sum, the FSA does not satisfy the recursive systematicity
criterion.

Figure 4.9: Overgeneralizing FSA for John who Mary who Sue hates likes walks.

4.6.2 A systematic model of language must have a struc-
ture bias that is at least as expressive as CFG

The previous sections show that the Chomsky hierarchy is in fact a theory about
systematicity, that orders systems with different structure biases according to
how well they generalize. This perspective allows formulating the properties of
regular and context free grammars without making reference to unbounded recur-
sion, hence it is not susceptible to the critique that has been mounted against the
argument from the generative power of context free grammars [e.g., Christiansen
and Chater, 1999]. The conclusion is that, contrary the accepted opinion, con-
straints from the systematicity of language (strong systematicity and recursive
systematicity) provide strong evidence that the human language system has as
least a CFG bias. A more general conclusion is that, in my opinion, it does not
make much sense to distinguish between the notions of systematicity and syntax.
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Both refer to the same phenomenon, namely that part of linguistic behavior is
predictable from structural regularities alone.

There are additional and independent arguments for the need for hierarchical
representations, based on general considerations of learning strategy. Models of
language processing that have the same structure bias as the FSA (for instance
the SRN: see the next section) make an implicit assumption that humans have
only a general associative learning mechanism, in which learning is driven by
the discovery of transitions between words [e.g., Saffran et al., 1996]. However,
a more useful approach from a cognitive perspective conceives of learning as
a process of discovering differences between stimuli, that is, learning is driven
by discrimination [e.g., Steels, 1996]. Quoting Edelman [2008, p. 250] “the
only computationally viable approach [to learning a language from a continuous
sound stream] is to seek a partial match between two entire signals, and to decide
that each of the non-matching parts is a candidate for an independent symbol”.
In other words, since only the distinguishing features in the speech signal give
information about the relevant variation in language, it is most efficient to store
only those.

If the brain uses such a discriminative approach to learning it follows that it
employs hierarchical representations. Discriminative learning requires at least a
context free bias, because in order to discover a non-matching part between two
strings, A M1 B and A M2 B, one must compare the strings and detect common
contexts A and B. To do so, the system must be able to align the strings and
hypothesize rules of the form X → A M B, where M can be any variable length
string. Context free grammars do exactly this, hence they are well-designed for a
learning strategy that is based on the discovery of differences. On the other hand,
regular grammars are badly designed for the task of discriminative learning.

4.7 Systematicity and the Simple Recurrent Net-

work

4.7.1 The structure bias of the SRN compares to that of
an FSA

In order to identify the structure bias of neural networks one must focus on their
states and state transitions. In an automaton a state is a theoretical construct
that captures the internal knowledge of a device about relations between inputs
and outputs. In a recurrent neural networks, such as the SRN, the state of the
network at time t denotes the simultaneous activation values of the hidden layer
units.

A closer look at the state transitions of the SRN reveals that the hypothesis
space of the SRN shares its structure bias with the family of regular grammars.
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The activation functions that determine the state transitions in an SRN are of
the same form as the rewrite rules of an FSA: whereas rewrite rules of an FSA are
of the form A→ w, or A→ w B (where w is a terminal symbol and A is a non-
terminal symbol), the activation functions of the SRN are functions of the input
plus at most one earlier (hidden) state. Hence, given the same training data, one
expects the SRN to be able to make the same induction steps as an FSA (hence
to learn the same thing, despite the fact that its states are continuous).

A further argument for the kinship between the SRN and FSA is given by
Jacobsson [2005], who proves that discretization of the state space of an SRN
converts it to an FSA. Servan-Schreiber et al. [1991] show that the SRN, which
they refer to as a ‘Graded State Machine’, can be trained to closely mimic a
simple FSA (the Reber grammar), such that clusters of the hidden layer states
correspond to states of the FSA.

The fact that the SRN has the same structure bias as the FSA implies that

• The SRN is not strongly systematic

• The SRN cannot capture recursive generalizations over constituents

One obvious difference between learning in the SRN and in an FSA is that whereas
discrete state automata produce generalizations by means of a merge operation,
distributed recurrent networks, having a continuous state space instead, produce
generalizations by clustering states in state space. However the continuity of the
state space should not give the SRN any advantage over the FSA in its learning
strategy, nor is it relevant what particular learning algorithm is chosen (e.g.,
gradient descent), because as was argued in section 4.5.3 eventually the only
factor that influences how a system generalizes — in a non-arbitrary way — is
its inductive bias.

Yet, in several publications it is claimed that results obtained with the SRN
on a word prediction task indicate strong and/or recursive systematicity [e.g.,
Elman, 1990, 1993, Rodriguez et al., 1999, Christiansen and Chater, 1999]. I will
investigate these claims in Appendix A.

There exists a long list of connectionist models of language that either use
the SRN as a component in a hybrid system, or share the inductive bias of the
SRN (i.e., exhibit Markovian behavior). To name some, without being exhaustive:
Long Short Term Memory [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997], SARDSRN [May-
berry III and Miikkulainen, 1999], SRSOM [Voegtlin, 2002], RECSOM [Koskela
et al., 1998], STORM [McQueen et al., 2005], Fractal Encoding Networks [Tabor,
2000]. I will not discuss any of these models here, but note that with respect to
the recursive systematicity criterion they fall in the same category as the SRN.
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4.7.2 The SRN does not satisfy the context invariance
criterion

Recall that the context invariance criterion of systematicity states that a sys-
tematic model of natural language should make predictions based on constituent
class membership alone, and independently of literal preceding context. Because
of its built-in sensitivity to context the SRN cannot make predictions based on
the class membership of an arbitrary substring. Since the SRN cannot cut off
history at some point (i.e., it does not make context independence assumptions
as formal systems do), the contextual input always goes back to the first word of
the sentence (or further). Yet, to make a correct next word prediction, the human
language system often must base its decision on how the sentence is broken up
into constituents. Consider the following examples

(4.13) I [ told [ her parents ] ...

(4.14) I [ [ told her ] [ parents ...

Both prefixes produce exactly the same state in an SRN, hence the SRN cannot
differentiate between them. Yet, prediction of the sentence continuation critically
depends on the relations between the hypothesized constituent classes, e.g.

(4.15) ...that she is a very smart girl.

(4.16) ...are annoying people.

Figure 4.10: Ambiguous figures. The Necker cube and the duck-rabbit.

Whereas in the SRN the two interpretations of the prefix share a single represen-
tation or state (the so-called principle of superposition), there is evidence that our
cognitive system is in a different state for each of the interpretations. This is re-
lated to the mind’s ability to perform structural disambiguation, which is lacking
in distributed neural networks. In visual processing structural disambiguation is
known under the ‘Gestalt laws of perception’. These formulate the idea that in
perception, like in the examples above, ‘the whole is not the sum of the parts’.
The ambiguous figures in Figure 4.10 illustrate that people jump between dif-
ferent interpretations when looking at a single stimulus. Several experiments
have found neuro-physiological evidence for discrete jumps between concepts for
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a single percept, for instance in binocular rivalry in monkeys [e.g., Leopold and
Logothesis, 1996].

An alternative formulation of the context invariance criterion of systematic-
ity is that a systematic language device must be able to encode and work with
relationships between abstract categories, what Hadley [1994] calls strong sys-
tematicity. In the absence of strong systematicity a language model is forced to
memorize all lexical relations separately, instead of summarizing them in abstract
relations. van der Velde and de Kamps [2006] note that the SRN, because of its
perceived lack of (even weakly systematic) combinatorial productivity has to deal
with a combinatorial explosion of word sequences, and therefore the SRN can only
work with artificial languages with a very limited vocabulary (about 20 words),
and not with natural languages.

Note that the difficulty with encoding abstract knowledge is not a specific
problem of the SRN, but applies to distributed networks in general. The fact
that distributed networks cannot encapsulate information within invariant units
precludes them from encoding abstractions and storing knowledge systematically.

4.7.3 Locality of learning algorithms prevents true gener-
alization of distributed patterns

The lack of ‘context invariance’ of distributed networks is also the focus of the
critique in Marcus [2001]. Marcus showed that if categories are represented in a
distributed manner, i.e., encoded over multiple feature nodes, then they do not
behave like ‘variables’, in the sense that they do not generalize the input-output
relation to all members in the domain of the category. This assumes that the
category can take on any value that can be encoded on the input nodes (it is
‘universally quantifiable’), and that the similarity between representations over
multiple input nodes is preserved during mapping from input to output.

Although Marcus’ argument is quite elaborate, the bottom line is this: because
of the behavior of the learning algorithms in most networks (in particular error
back-propagation), variables that are encoded over multiple nodes do not show the
behavior that should be expected from variables: the nodes do not operate as a
unity (they do not behave as a single variable), but each node learns independently
from the other nodes. This has to do with the fact that learning is local: the
weight adjustments depend only on the activation of the local neighbor nodes.
For example, if one of the set of input nodes that together encode the variable
is never activated (because of an arbitrary choice of training samples), then the
connections emanating from it are never changed, irrespective of what happens
to the connections from the other nodes that represent the same variable. In
this case, the network has no way to tell that all nodes representing the variable
should be treated uniformly. The conclusion is that a network that employs a
distributed representation of variables cannot generalize the learned input-output
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relations across nodes. Marcus’ argument of course does not apply to localist
networks, which can represent variables (prototypical categories) using a single
node. Surprisingly, Marcus [2001] easily dismisses this possibility, yet the model
presented in this thesis will use localist representations as a starting point.

Although I agree with Marcus on the premiss that distributed networks can-
not learn certain rules, I disagree with his conclusion that the language system
must therefore have a dual nature — consisting of a connectionist module and a
symbolic rule-based system [e.g., Marcus et al., 1999]. In this thesis I will advo-
cate an approach to modeling cognition that reconciles structure sensitive (but
not symbolic) rules with a statistical way to learning not only the probabilities,
but even the extensional meanings of the rules. As the HPN model, described
in the next chapter, will show, certain rule-like primitive structures that contain
placeholders for variables (slots) can be learned from distributional information
alone — conform the connectionist constraint (i.e., with no innate assumptions
about meaning, but only an innate architecture).

4.7.4 The systematicity of the SRN in the literature

In the previous sections I have argued on theoretical grounds that the SRN is
not suited as a model for systematic language processing, because it does not
satisfy either the context invariance criterion or the recursive systematicity cri-
terion. Nevertheless, claims to the contrary are abound in the literature. For
instance [e.g., Elman, 1990] alludes at strong systematicity by claiming that the
SRN encodes knowledge of abstract word categories implicitly. Further, in [El-
man, 1991] it is claimed that the SRN can systematically represent grammatical
knowledge about constituent structure implicitly, using the displacement of the
hidden states in state space to encode depth of embedding. This seems to suggest
that the SRN satisfies the criterion of recursive systematicity.

In Appendix A I will critically scrutinize those claims in two case studies. The
gist of my critique is that neither the so-called ‘implicit’ word categories nor the
knowledge of ‘displacement’ are internally encoded in a form that the SRN can
access it. Hence, such representations are not causative of any behavior of the
SRN, but rather attributed as post-hoc explanations for its behavior.

4.8 What the systematicity of language tells us

about the connectivity of the brain

To summarize this chapter so far, from considerations of the systematicity of
language two major criteria were identified that realistic connectionist models of
language processing must satisfy (section 4.5.2): recursive systematicity, implying
that the inductive bias of the system must be at least as expressive as a CFG, and
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context invariance. Subsequently, it was shown that the SRN fails both criteria,
and distributed networks in general fail the second criterion [e.g., Marcus, 2001].

One may wonder where this leaves connectionism as a cognitive theory? I
believe the connectionist philosophy can still play a significant role in the linguistic
debate, if one takes advantage of the lessons learned from the systematicity of
language to design a better type of connectionist model. Language is after all
perhaps our richest source of information about the structural organization of the
brain.

In the remainder of this section I will argue that the systematicity debate
forces us to rethink the nature of connectivity in the brain and consequently
in neural networks. I will show that if one abandons the notion of activation
spreading as the exclusive means of communication between units in a connec-
tionist network, and if one accepts that network units can represent assemblies
larger than single neurons, then there exist connectionist solutions both for the
context invariance criterion and the recursive systematicity criterion.

4.8.1 The context invariance criterion

In section 4.5.2 I formulated the context invariance criterion of systematicity,
which states that a systematic model of natural language should make predic-
tions based on constituent class membership alone, and independently of literal
preceding context. Formal, symbolic grammars satisfy this criterion by virtue of
making independence assumptions. Independence assumptions allow to encode
the knowledge of a grammar at an abstract level, as a set of rules over variables.

From the perspective of the automaton, context invariance is achieved by
functionally separating the output of a state in the automaton from the literal
content of its input — I will refer to this as encapsulation of states.5 Encapsu-
lation does for states what independence assumptions do for variables: it creates
abstraction, or invariance by cutting off literal context at some point in history,
and in doing so it factors out smaller, and more abstract units of production than
entire sentences.

Encapsulation in connectionist networks

The key to bridging the gap between symbolic and connectionist systems, it seems,
is to endow the latter with a capacity for encapsulation of their states.

For an idea of how this can be achieved one may draw inspiration from the
brain’s solution for creating invariant representations. As was explained in section
2.1.3, the mechanism that the cortex employs for this purpose also amounts to
encapsulation of information, as it is relayed from lower levels to higher levels
in the cortical hierarchy: according to the MPF [Hawkins and Blakeslee, 2004]

5In the systematicity debate the term encapsulation is often used to refer to the separation
between the syntactic and lexical-semantic modules. This is not what is meant here.
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columns in higher cortical levels create invariant representations of (sequences
of) columns in lower level regions by representing the lower level sequence as
a constant ‘name’. The name then serves as a building block for larger and
even more invariant patterns. Essentially, this means that the brain works with
pointers.

An important claim of [Hawkins and Blakeslee, 2004] and of this thesis is that
encapsulation serves as the neural basis for abstraction. This points at a fun-
damental conceptual difference with the distributed network approach. In dis-
tributed connectionism generalizations are based on the similarity of distributed
representations, and implicit abstract ‘categories’ can be inferred from clusters
in the hidden unit space. The distributed approach however cannot deal with
higher order abstraction (which was argued to be required for systematic hierar-
chical language processing), because it is impossible to use clusters as building
blocks in further generalizations.

Following [Hawkins and Blakeslee, 2004], I propose that encapsulation can be
implemented in a connectionist network by letting the communication between
units depend not (only) on their activation, which is by definition context sen-
sitive, but also on some intrinsic (possibly acquired) representation of the unit,
which is context invariant. In the latter case the predictive behavior of a unit
depends on its identity alone, as required by the context invariance criterion.

To enforce encapsulation in a connectionist network one must thus introduce a
functional separation between the input and the output activation of a unit, or in
other words create a so-called abstraction interface.In the HPN model, discussed
in the next chapter, this is achieved by having activated units produce a constant
output pattern (learned through experience), that represents the unit’s relative
topological position in the network.

By means of encapsulation of their states connectionist networks can emulate
the context invariance property of variables, without actually using variables, but
by creating invariants. For the connectionist-symbolist distinction it is important
to emphasize the difference between invariants and variables: while both function
as ‘placeholders’, the extensional scope of a variable is globally specified in ad-
vance, or innately, whereas the extensional scope of an invariant is incrementally
constructed in the course of learning through interaction with the external world.

Encapsulated units act as placeholders, because the same unit can bind to a
range of different ‘filler units’ at its input. At the same time they are invariants,
because their intrinsic representation (the ‘name’), and hence their extensional
scope, is learnable from (statistical) experience. (The next chapter illustrates
these principles with the HPN model: units in HPN have ‘slots’, where they can
bind to other units (implementing the placeholder function), and at the same
time they have adjustable (hence, not innate) representations, which determine
variable relations with other network units.)

This means that a connectionist, statistical learning mechanism can learn
algebra-like rules that represent relationships between placeholders, arguing against
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the suggestion of [Marcus et al., 1999] that a specialized, symbolic rule learning
device must be assumed in addition to a statistical learning mechanism. It also
means that, contrary to received wisdom [e.g., Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988], con-
nectionism and a combinatorial, rule-like behavior are not at odds.

4.8.2 Dynamic binding in syntax

For a complete solution for syntactic processing in connectionist networks it is still
needed to provide an explanation of how encapsulated syntactic units connect,
or bind to one another. In language, the binding problem is concerned with the
question of how independent syntactic and lexical elements combine into a single,
coherent structure representing a (parse of a) sentence [e.g., Jackendoff, 2002, p.
59]. The challenge arises from the combinatorial productivity of language, that is
the ability to produce and comprehend an unlimited number of novel sentences.
As was argued in section 4.3.2, fixed, conjunctive bindings, as used in activation
spreading networks, cannot account for productive language use. Moreover, fixed
connections are inherently activation-dependent, thus cannot support context-
invariant operations between encapsuled units.

In order to support flexible, context-invariant syntactic operations it has been
suggested that some form of dynamic binding of the units must be in place [e.g.,
van der Velde and de Kamps, 2006, Hummel and Holyoak, 1997] (see also section
2.4). The general idea behind dynamic binding is that units (e.g., neural assem-
blies) can be flexibly grouped in novel configurations, without a need for pre-
existing, dedicated binding neurons (so-called ‘grandmother cells’). To achieve
this, most proposals for dynamic binding make use of ‘labels’, or ‘tags’, to group
neurons, for instance the ‘oscillation phase’ in synchronous binding, or ‘enhanced
activity’ (attention) in serial binding.

In section 2.3 I proposed that syntactic binding, or substitution, can be con-
strued by analogy to a particular solution for dynamic binding, which has been
proposed by Roelfsema [2006] as the brain’s solution for visual contour bind-
ing. Recall that according to this proposal contours are serially bound in the
visual cortex by the spreading of a label (of enhanced activation) through lateral
connections between topologically neighboring neurons (see Figure 2.5 in section
2.3).

There is however a crucial difference between the visual categories involved
in contour binding and lexical and syntactic categories. Whereas the former
represent local, perceptual features (e.g., orientation or shape), the latter represent
goal-driven conceptual features, which are defined by their occurrence in certain
sentence contexts. In section 2.6.2 I argued that lexical categories reside in the
‘conceptual poles’ of cortical columns, while the corresponding acoustic category
(i.e., the sound of the word) is located in the ‘perceptual pole’ of the same column.
Columns thus simultaneously participate in a ‘bottom-up’ (perceptual) network
and a ‘top-down’ (conceptual) network.
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Figure 4.11: Columns representing words exist simultaneously in two topologies;
one pole sits in a perceptual topology, and the other pole in a conceptual, or
lexical topology.

For syntactic binding it would be desirable that the ‘top-down’ syntactic net-
work also realizes a topology, since whether encapsulated units can dynamically
bind should depend on their intrinsic vector representation alone. However, be-
cause the position of the columns is already fixed by their arrangement within
an ‘acoustic’ topology (according to their perceptual poles; see Figure 4.11), this
means that in general columns representing similar syntactic or lexical categories
on their conceptual poles (e.g., dog and cat) are not also physical neighbors in
the cortex. Therefore, the exact same solution for serial binding of visual con-
tours, which makes use of lateral connections between neighbors in a perceptual
topology, would not be practical for dynamically binding syntactic assemblies.

The question is thus whether a comparable solution as for serial contour bind-
ing can be found that operates within the ‘top-down’ syntactic network, and
that dynamically binds syntactic assemblies with similar representations. The
proposed solution must at least show that dynamic binding in syntax is not in-
consistent with the connectionist constraint of locality, hence can in principle be
implemented in neural hardware.

The switchboard construction

As a mechanistic explanation for syntactic binding I speculate that the brain
makes use of a switchboard construction. This means that rather than being
directly connected, syntactic assemblies are interfaced through a central hub that
implements a kind of telephone switchboard. The function of the switchboard is to
redirect a label (for instance, enhanced activation) from one assembly to another,
of which the (topological) address is given by the sending assembly. By virtue
of this central addressor system neural assemblies from diverse and physically
remote areas in the cortex can flexibly connect.

An interesting possibility is that the switchboard interprets the ‘names’ (i.e.,
the intrinsic syntactic representations encoded in the name fields of the columns)
as topological addresses. In that case the switchboard de facto realizes a vir-
tual syntactic topology, based on the conceptual representations (addresses) of
columns that are connected to the hub.
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Although the idea of a switchboard may at first sight seem unlikely, it achieves
many important goals at the same time, that could never have been achieved if
neural assemblies were connected directly via hardwired lateral connections.

• Sparse connectivity. Indirect connectivity of the units via a central hub
requires far less connections than a network design where all units are fully
interconnected (O(n) and O(n2) respectively, where n is the number of
units). The hypothesis that the connectivity of the brain conforms to a so-
called ‘small world network’ (which entails that connectivity is organized
around several central clusters, such that any given cortical area can be
linked to any other area with only a few projections) is supported by several
anatomical studies and graph theoretic analyses [e.g., Young, 1993, Stephan
et al., 2000].

• Productivity. The presence of a switchboard intermediating between assem-
blies provides the brain with an ability to flexibly bind previously unseen or
unconnected neural assemblies. New assemblies can be easily integrated in
the network without a need for full-scope rewiring (a known problem for dis-
tributed networks), and existing assemblies can be combined in productive
ways.

• Abstraction. The switchboard provides an interface that separates the ac-
tivitation of connected assemblies (i.e., it enforces encapsulation). This is
a necessary condition supporting the ability to perform context invariant
operations in the network.

• Topological organization. Because the switchboard connects assemblies based
on their addresses, concepts can be represented with respect to a position
in a ‘virtual’ topology, independently of individual neurons. Moreover, con-
ceptual (and grammatical) knowledge can be expressed as relations between
regions in a topology, making it much more robust against local damage or
noise (see in this respect also the discussion in section 2.6.1).

• Learning consists of topological self-organization. Given a mechanism for
updating the intrinsic representations (addresses) of columns connected
to the switchboard, then learning becomes a matter of topological self-
organization. It is far more efficient to update topological representations
than to rewire the network.

• Explicit encoding of binding history/network activity. The bindings that
are established in the network are made explicit as they pass through the
switchboard. Since all binding operations are handled in one central place
in a serial manner, the brain can record temporal activation paths through
the network. This will be important for encoding episodic memories, which
consist of sequences of successively activated assemblies. (The presumed
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role of the switchboard in memory consolidation will be discussed in Chapter
8.)

In section 5.7.1 I propose a simple implementation of a switchboard in a connec-
tionist network, that combines all the above features, while complying with the
constraint of locality of interaction.

4.8.3 The recursive systematicity criterion

Connectionist models of language must also satisfy recursive systematicity, i.e.,
have at least the inductive bias of a CFG (section 4.5.2). In section 4.3 I discussed
connectionist models that do have an explicitly built-in ability for recursive pro-
cessing, namely RAAM [Pollack, 1988] and and the ICS architecture of Prince
and Smolensky [1997]. However, both RAAM and the ICS crucially rely for their
solution of encoding hierarchical structure on the assumption of global, and in-
nate meanings of the network units (i.e., ‘roles’ that define the position in the
tree), and this makes their approach intrinsically symbolic.

From philosophical considerations, I believe that the only way in which struc-
ture representation can be accomplished by an autonomous system such as the
brain (i.e., in a way that complies with the connectionist constraint of section
4.2.1, and avoids reliance on external interpretations) is to use the internal hier-
archical structure of the brain to map the hierarchical representations of sentences
onto. In this case the structural representation of the system does not depend
on any (external) interpretation, but can be read off from the internal configu-
ration. According to this solution there is a stock of (initially blank) complex
primitive units with an internal structure, resembling little ‘treelets’, that can
be dynamically bound together into larger trees. Like the treelets proposed by
Marcus [2001, p. 108], the complex units have registers, or local memories, that
keep track of the internal state of the unit.6

The hypothesis of primitives (cortical columns) in the brain with internal
hierarchical structure (emulating a CFG bias) is backed up by evidence from the
functional architecture of the cortex. Hawkins and Blakeslee [2004] propose that
cortical columns of higher regions represent temporal sequences of patterns from
lower level regions (i.e., through hierarchical temporal compression). When they
unfold such sequences implement a branching structure, similar to treelets.

In sum, on the basis of the review in this chapter it can be concluded that there
is need for a radically new approach to connectionism that is more compatible
with the hierarchical, columnar and topological organization of the cortex, with

6Marcus [2001, p. 108] makes the case for encoding hierarchically structured knowledge
in the brain using a set of prestructured templates called treelets. The mind has a large
repository of empty treelets on hand, that can be filled with new knowledge. Marcus’ treelets
possess register sets (local memories) where information, such as lexical meanings, can be stored.
However, Marcus’ treelets cannot be dynamically bound, and cannot learn, and as far as I know
his ideas have not been implemented.
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its treatment of invariant representations, and with the systematicity demands of
language. I propose a new framework for connectionism called the Hierarchical
Prediction Network (HPN), which will be presented in the next chapter.




